Diagnosing a Society
One late night, comedian Chelsea Handler stood before a large audience, cracking
jokes and earning loud bouts of laughter from the spectators. Towards the end of
her show, she began talking about children. “I could have been a mother too okay- three
times,” she said. “But I made the right decisions,”(Walsh 13:22). The audience laughed
uproariously, like the joke and the hidden meaning behind it was the funniest thing
they’ve ever heard. The problem here is not the joke about abortion, however obscene it
is. The real problem is the laughter. How depraved is our society, that we find jokes
about killing babies hilarious? This is no longer an issue of a single person or group. This
is an alarming sign of the moral depravity of our entire country.
No longer is abortion the question of when a heartbeat begins, or when a baby
begins to feel pain. Now, the questions our society screams are ‘what about me? What
about my rights and my body?’ The rules of America today ban all scientific fact and
allow only for abstract thought. Few people care about the basic biology of life, about
scientific rules or facts. It’s all about feelings, rights, and ‘attacks’ on womens’ bodies. .
America is screaming it’s none of your business what happens to a baby, it doesn’t affect
you. But the scary fact of it is if other people's babies can be murdered and it is titled
‘medical care’- then that is everyone's business.
If people would just open their eyes and look, they would see our children are
under attack. It’s obvious the only way to obtain control in any situation is first
controlling the rising generation. The government can obtain power through your teens,
your children, and your babies. The majority of teenagers at any public school or
university have been programmed into believing in only women’s reproductive rights

and women’s healthcare. Associating murder and abortion are blasphamey to their
beliefs. This is deliberate, and this is working. Our society is crumbling, our morals and
ethics on basic values have been washed down the drain. Welcome to America, where the
jokes a comedian cracks about murder are hilarious and healthcare includes killing a
baby. This is what our country has come to. And this is just the start.
I’m pro-life because I’m not brainless. I choose science, not abstract feelings. I
know the truth, and I’m going to stand up for it. I’m tired of seeing kids my age
completely oblivious to the fact that babies alive with beating hearts are being killed. I’m
tired of being in a country where abortion is legal. Abortion is just one devestating puzzle
peice that makes up our sick society, and it’s time for all of us to put our feet down and
do something. We will not let our children be brainwashed. We will not let abortion been
seen as help. And we will not let our society take us down with it.
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